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SUMMARY 
The application of the discrete ordinate method to non-linear 
rarefied gas flows is presented. The governing equation is taken to be the 
Boltzmann transport equation with the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook model of 
the collision integral. The discrete ordinate method has previously 
been applied to linearized problems, and it proved to give accurate 
solutions over a wider range of Knudsen numbers for a given amount of 
computational effort than any other known existing analytic method. For 
non-linear problems the quadratures used in the linearized problems are 
no longer suitable due to the non-equilibrium forms of the velocity dis-
tribution function. A new quadrature based on "odd" and "even" equally 
spaced discrete ordinates is presented. The significant features of the 
proposed quadratures and their flexibility for adaptation to non-linear 
problems are discussed. 
The method is first applied to the problem of non-linear Couette 
flow with heat transfer (whose numerically exact solution is available) 
to calibrate the usefulness and accuracy of the method. The method is 
then applied to the previously unresolved sharp leading edge problem. 
The complete flow field near the leading edge is generated and all sur-
face quantities (pressure, skin friction, heat transfer, and slip ve-
locity) are compared to existing theoretical and experimental results. 
The general results of the investigation may be summarized in the 
following conclusions: 
1. The discrete ordinate method has been shown to give accurate 
xi 
solutions over a wider range of Knudsen numbers for a given amount of com-
putational effort than any other known existing method applied to the non-
linear BBGK equation. 
2. The flexibility of the discrete ordinate method, which has been 
extended to solve problems previously considered unapproachable from a 
computational standpoint,, has been demonstrated in the solution of the 
leading edge problem. The results of the leading edge solution offer 
considerable insight into the behavior of a rarefied gas flow as it tra-
verses the complete spectrum of flow regimes from near-free molecular to 
continuum, and presents a meaningful connection between the first-collision 
kinetic theory solutions at the leading edge and the extended continuum 
theories in the interaction regimes. 
3. The successful extension of the method of discrete ordinates 
to non-linear problems is due to the development of the equally spaced 
quadratures. 
4. The flow field generated for the leading edge problem presents 
a reasonable picture of the macroscopic properties and their special var-
iations. The results indicate that the effect of wall temperature is 
confined to the boundary layer region and significantly influences only 
the density and temperature profiles. The thickness of the shock wave is 
in qualitative agreement with the theory of Gilbarg and Paolucci [66] 
and of Liepman, et. al. [64]. The shock front position is slightly be-
low the Mach wave, which agrees with the trend of Butler's numerical so-
lution [60]. 
5o The surface pressures generated for the leading edge problem 
agree with the second order weak interaction theory of Hayes and Probstein 
xii 
[43] in the weak interaction range V ^ 0.15. The pressure results 
have the correct trend as indicated by available experimental data at 
nominal Mach numbers [40,48]. The pressure peak noted by several experi-
mental investigators [47,48,49] is confirmed and, in fact, occurs in the 
transition range, 0.4 < V < 0.6, as pointed out by Becker and Boylan 
' — <x>,x — > r 
[48] and by Moulic [40]. The solution at the leading edge, x = 0, does 
not achieve the free molecule limit and indicates that no true free 
molecule region exists. This was also pointed out by Kogan [62] and by 
Bird [63]. 
6. The skin friction results for the leading edge problem are in 
qualitative agreement with the Blassius solution in the interaction re-
gime, V £ 0.3. The present solution also yields qualitative agreement 
with the experimental results of Wallace and Burke [51] and of Moulic [40] 
for the interaction and merged regimes, v < 0.5. The present results 
do not exhibit a "peak" of maximum skin friction behind the leading edge, 
but merely a reduction in slope of the skin friction curve as the leading 
edge is approached. This behavior agrees with the theoretical predictions 
of Mirels [67]. 
7. The heat transfer results for the leading edge problem are in 
good agreement with boundary layer theory [35] for V < 0.1. The appli-
cation of Reynold's Anology as corrected by Li and Nagamatsu [56] gives 
excellent results for V ~ 0.35. The present results exhibit a heat 
00, X r 
transfer peak in the transition region, 0.4 _< V _< 0.6, which agrees 
with the experimental data of Nagamatsu, et. al. [47], of Wallace and 
Burke [51], and of Vidal and Wittliff [50]. 
8. The wall slip velocity for the leading edge problem agrees 
xiii 
quite well with the theory of Chow [68] and of Oguchi [59], and with the 
experimental results of Becker and Boylan [48] for V < l.Oo Nearer the 
leading edge, however, the gas does not exhibit pure slip, u = U , but 
w 
rather a near-free molecular value, u = U fl for T = T „ The magnitude 
' W oo vv °° 
of the slip velocity is seen to increase almost linearly with increased 




Background and Review of Recent Literature 
Man's recent success in attaining high altitude vehicular activi-
ties has presented to the aerodynamicist a new regime in the flight spec-
trum. One must now contend with the motion of a body through a gas of 
arbitrary rarefaction, or Knudsen number. Theoretically this problem can 
be analyzed by solving the Boltzmann equation for the molecular distri-
bution function which describes the state of the gas. However, in general, 
the Boltzmann equation is a very complicated non-linear integro-differen-
tial equation. There is, to date, no mathematically rigorous method of 
solving this equation analytically for the typically non-linear problems 
of interest in high speed, high altitude aerodynamics. To obtain a so-
lution for all flow regimes from free molecular to continuum by using a 
single method would be of great practical importance. 
For the continuum regime, approximate solutions to the Boltzmann 
equation have been determined independently by Chapman and by Enskog [l]. 
In their solution the Navier-Stokes equations of macroscopic gasdynamics 
are obtained as first approximations to the full conservation equations, 
and thus the velocity distribution function is developed in terms of its 
first five moments (density, velocity, and temperature) and their space 
gradients. The Navier-Stokes equations which govern the phenomena in this 
regime have been well substantiated by numerous experiments and applica-
tions. 
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For the slip and transition regimes, attempts have been made to 
solve the Boltzmann equation using higher order macroscopic equations such 
as the Burnett equations [2] and the Grad (thirteen moment) equations [3]. 
However, the mathematics involved in these higher order equations is ex-
tremely complex, and there is little evidence that they yield results 
significantly better than those obtained by the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Also, these higher order macroscopic equations cannot be extended into 
the transition and near-free molecular regimes without appreciable error 
as is evidenced by the work of Yang and Lees [4]. 
The velocity moment method, which is based on an expansion of the 
velocity distribution function as a series of orthogonal polynomials in 
velocity space, has also been applied to the linearized Boltzmann equa-
tion. The full-range moment method has been applied to the linearized 
problem of shear flow and heat transfer between parallel plates by Mott-
Smith [5] and by Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck [6]. The convergence of these 
solutions for large Knudsen numbers (near-free molecular flow) is gener-
ally poor. Gross, Jackson, and Ziering [7] improved this technique by 
expressing the distribution function as one which possesses a two-stream 
character and thus devised the half-range moment method. This improvement 
is based upon the fact that the velocity distribution function is discon-
tinuous at the boundary. However, even this modification does not allow 
the moment method to yield accurate solutions in the near free molecular 
and early transition regimes with a reasonable amount of computational 
effort. This slow convergence is evidenced by the work of Huang and 
Stoy [8], who applied the half-range moment method to the problem of 
channel flow between two parallel plates. 
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Very recently, this moment method was generalized by Mintzer [9], 
who proposed to expand the distribution function in a set of velocity 
polynomials which are orthogonalized with respect to a zero-order distri-
bution function characteristic of a collisionless gas. The application 
of the method to various gasdynamic problems is currently under extensive 
investigation. 
The moment method has also been applied to various rarefied gas 
flows in a different way by Lees [10], who used Maxwell's original inte-
gral equations rather than the Boltzmann equation for the velocity distri-
bution function itself. As pointed out by Willis [ll], Lees' method may 
give reasonable over-all results for both linearized' and non-linear 
problems when the Knudsen number is not very large. However, for very 
large Knudsen numbers (or in the near-free molecular flow regime) Lees' 
method may lead to significant error. 
Krook [12] has also used the moment method to formulate the equiv-
alent continuum equations for various rarefied gasdynamic problems and 
has pointed out that if the effects of molecular collisions are described 
by the simplest of the hierarchy of statistical models (the BGK model [13]), 
exact numerical solutions of many rarefied gasdynamic problems can be ob-
tained. Recently, these numerical solutions for Couette flow and shock-
wave structure have been obtained by Anderson [14]. The approximate so-
lutions for some problems based on the Krook's equivalent continuum equa-
tions [12] have also been obtained by Macomber [15]. These results are 
very useful and will be used for comparisons later. 
In the near-free molecular flow regime the most useful analytic 
method, both from the standpoint of accuracy and ease of application, is 
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the iteration method developed by Willis [16]. This technique consists 
of an iteration with the zeroeth iteration usually being taken as the 
collisionless solution. The accuracy thus decreases as Knudsen number 
decreases, and the method is generally difficult to apply to the tran-
sition regime since iterations of higher order than the first are ex-
tremely difficult to obtain. Also, convergence of the iteration scheme 
has not been proven in general. 
Very recently, the variational approach has successfully been 
applied to linearized problems in rarefied gases [17]. No examples on 
non-linear cases based on this approach are available as yet. 
Chu [18, 19] has developed a numerical scheme for solving the non-
linear Boltzmann equation with the BGK model by using an initial-value 
analogy for the spacial derivatives. Chu expands the distribution func-
tion in a Taylor series in collision time and eliminates all but first 
order terms. He has applied this technique to the shock wave structure 
problem [18] for 1.2 < M ^ 1.7 and to Rayleigh's problem [19]. 
The above discussed methods are all restricted to one-(space) di-
mensional problems. Thus far, there is no analytical or numerical method 
available for the two-(space) dimensional (linearized or non-linear) 
Boltzmann equation. 
Discussion of the Method 
This thesis will mainly be concerned with the application of a 
systematic method to solve the Boltzmann equation or its substitute equa-
tions. In this thesis it will be shown that the method has sufficient 
flexibility for adaptation to many practical situations which may arise 
in physical problems. The method proposed is the discrete ordinate 
5 
method which has been extensively and successfully applied to solve the 
(linear) integro-differential equations of the theory of radiative trans-
fer [20]. It has also been applied to the linearized Boltzmann equation 
with BGK model by Huang and Giddens, who solved the linearized steady and 
unsteady Couette flow problem [21,22,23], the linearized Rayleigh's flow 
problem [24,25], the slip velocity problem [26], and the evaluation of 
the integral u e du [27], The applications reveal that the 
Jo 
discrete ordinate method with an appropriate quadrature yields accurate 
results over a wider range of Knudsen numbers for a given amount of com-
putational effort than any of the other existing approximate analytic 
techniques. Most of the applications of the method to the linearized 
problems have also been discussed in Reference [28]. Very recently, the 
method has also been generalized for a much wider class of rarefied gas-
dynamic problems by Huang [29]. The technique consists of replacing the 
integration over velocity space of the distribution function in the 
Boltzmann equation by an appropriate quadrature. This requires approxi-
mating the velocity dependence of the distribution function by a set of 
functions, each evaluated at appropriate discrete points in velocity space. 
The number of discrete points taken depends on the degree of approximation 
desired. Thus, instead of solving a linear or non-linear integro-differen-
tial equation for a function of space, time, and velocity, the problem is 
transformed to a system of linear or non-linear, first order differential 
equations in a set of functions which are continuous in space and time (if 
time-dependent problems are considered) but are point-functions in velocity 
space. This set is then solved simultaneously as an approximation to the 
true distribution function. In the moment method an essential ingredient 
6 
is the assignment of a specific form to the distribution function in its 
dependence on certain of the independent variables x, v, and t. This is 
not necessary in the present method. Thus, in contrast to the previous 
moment method, the approximation to the Boltzmann equation is made only in 
the sense of numerical truncations. An interesting and useful feature of 
applying the quadrature method to the velocity dependence of the distri-
bution function is that the macroscopic properties of interest are all 
formed by taking velocity moments of this function.. Hence, these moment 
integrations can be evaluated using the same quadrature by which the dis-
tribution function is originally solved, resulting in an extremely conven-
ient form for calculation. 
The success of the application of the discrete ordinate method to 
linearized problems of gasdynamics is wholly based on the nature of the 
linear problem. Namely, macroscopic velocities are small, resulting in a 
distribution function essentially centered about a zero velocity; the tem-
perature is constant, or nearly so, thus giving an essentially constant 
"shape" to the distribution function; and the principle of superposition 
(a characteristic of linear problems) allows the use of quadratures which 
have irrationally spaced discrete ordinates (for instance, the Gauss-Hermite 
and Modified Gauss-Hermite quadratures [30]). For the non-linear problems, 
however, these quadratures are no longer suitable due to the non-equilibrium 
forms of the distribution function, f(v), with strongly varying temperatures 
and large macroscopic velocities. In order to extend the discrete ordinate 
method to non-linear problems, Huang and Hartley [3l] developed a quadrature 
based on equally spaced discrete ordinates. The development of the "odd" 
and "even" equally spaced quadratures is presented in Appendix A. 
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Several significant features of the proposed quadratures are: 
(1) The proposed quadratures can be applied to calculate the 
collision integral of the non-linear Boltzmann equation with 
the hard sphere model and of the BGK model without resorting 
to any interpolating procedure in the numerical computation. 
(2) The singularity difficulty in the collision integral of the 
Boltzmann equation with the hard sphere model can be avoided 
by applying the "odd" and "even" equally spaced quadratures 
alternately. 
(3) The molecular velocity coordinate can be linearly transformed 
according to the local flow velocity if equally spaced dis-
crete ordinates are used. This important feature always 
enables the discrete points to be placed under the signifi-
cant part of the distribution function. Consequently, any 
macroscopic moments of interest can accurately be calculated. 
(4) The quadrature coefficients can be calculated according to the 
local value of temperature, and thus the quadrature is opti-
mally cognizant of the "shape" of the distribution function 
f(v). 
It will be seen that it is this tool (the equally spaced quadrature) 
which is responsible for the successful extension of the discrete ordinate 
method to the solution of non-linear gasdynamic problems. 
Purpose of the Research 
It is the purpose of this thesis to establish the usefulness of the 
discrete ordinate technique with the equally spaced quadrature (Appendix A) 
as applied to the solution of the non-linear Boltzmann equation with the 
8 
BGK model. 
The method is first applied to the problem of Couette flow with 
heat transfer (whose numerically exact solution is available [14]) to 
calibrate the usefulness of the method for solving non-linear boundary 
value problems. Then the method of discrete ordinates, along with the 
techniques learned from the Couette flow problem, is applied to the solu-
tion of the flow field at the leading edge of a thin flat plate submerged 
in a viscous, supersonic gas stream. 
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CHAPTER II 
NON-LINEAR COUETTE FLOW WITH HEAT TRANSFER 
Background of the Problem 
In this chapter the discrete ordinate method using the equally 
spaced quadrature is applied to the solution of non-linear Couette flow 
with heat transfer in order to calibrate the proposed method against the 
known standard solution. The continuum solution for this problem is avail-
able in Schlicting [35]. However, the cases of high Knudsen numbers (slip, 
transition, and near-free molecular regimes) must be solved from kinetic 
theory analyses. 
Early kinetic theory solutions have applied the various techniques 
described in Chapter I to the solution of the linearized Boltzmann equation. 
The full-range moment method was applied by Mott-Smith [5], and by Wang-
Chang and Uhlenbeck [6]. The half-range moment method was applied by Gross, 
Jackson, and Ziering [7]. The modified moment method was applied by Lees 
[10]. The iteration method was applied by Willis [ll]. The discrete ordi-
nate method was investigated by Broadwell [32] and by Hamel and Wackman [33] 
for the linearized Boltzmann equation with the hard sphere model, and by 
Huang and Giddens [21] for the linearized Boltzmann equation with the BGK 
model. The results based on these methods are summarized and compared in 
detail by Huang and Giddens [21], It was concluded that the discrete ordi-
nate method with the new quadrature proposed by Huang and Giddens [30] gives 
accurate results over a much wider range of Knudsen numbers than any of the 
other analytic methods. This is due to the fact that general solutions are 
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readily obtained for arbitrary orders of approximation in the discrete 
ordinate method. This feature does not appear to occur with the other 
analytic methods. 
For very high plate velocities or strongly varying temperatures, 
however, the condition of linearity is not applicable. The non-linear 
Couette flow problem has been solved by Anderson [14], whose numerical 
technique utilized the Willis iteration scheme [llj on the Boltzmann-
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook equation (or the BBGK equation). It has also been 
solved by Macomber [15], who applied the velocity moment method to the 
BBGK equation. The results of the present method will be compared with 
the results of Anderson and of Macomber in order to check not only the 
accuracy of the solution, but also the applicability of the method. 
Formulation of the Problem 
The geometry of this problem is shown in Figure 1. A monatomic gas 
with no internal degrees of freedom is confined between two parallel plates, 
y=0 and y=d. The platey=0 is at rest and is maintained at a constant tem-
perature T ; the plate y=d is translating in its own plane with a constant 
velocity W and is maintained at a constant temperature T,-. The problem is 
steady and one-dimensional in the sense that the velocity distribution func-
tion f(y;v) describing the state of the system depends only on y. The 
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook model was chosen for the collision integral in the 
interest of simplicity and convenience of comparing solutions with results 
of other methods; however, the method could, in principle, be applied to 












|£ = V(F - f) (1) 
and 
3/2 -r^f (v - u) 
-x2 
F " "<:55T> e 2RT (2> 
where f=f(y;v) is the velocity distribution function which depends on the 
y-coordinate and molecular velocity v(v ,v ,v ), v is the collision fre-
X y Z, 
quency which is generally a function of the law of force between molecules, 
R is the gas constant for the particular gas, equal to the Boltzmann con-
stant k divided by the molecular mass m, n is the gas particle density, T 
is the gas temperature, and u is the flow velocity. 
Equation (l) is one-dimensional in physical space but is three-
dimensional in velocity space. As it stands, f is a function of four ar-
guments (y;v ,v ,v ), which renders numerical computations virtually im-
possible on present day computers because of the excessive storage capacity 
required. For problems of one-(space) dimension, however, van Kampen [34] 
points out that a system of reduced distribution functions may be defined 
which reduces the three-(velocity) dimensional BBGK equation, Equation (l), 
to a set of coupled simultaneous one-(velocity) dimensional BBGK equations. 
The reduced distribution functions have only two arguments (y;v ), which 
greatly reduces computer storage requirements. Accordingly, the following 
functions are defined 
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(v + v )f(y:v)dv dv 
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(3b) 
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Multiplying Equation (l) by the weighting functions 1, v + v, , 
and v respectively, and integrating over dv dv remove the v and v de-x = > = > x z x z 
pendence from Equation (l) and allow the application of Equations (3). 
The resulting set of one-dimensional equations becomes 
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H = 2RTG + u G 
x 
J = u G x 
(5b) 
(5c) 
The macroscopic moments are 
n = gdv (6a) 
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and 
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(6d) 
It is convenient to define a non-dimensional variable T(y)> which is simi-





T(Y) = ^ v(y')dy' (7) 





v i = ' R T i (9) 
The definitions of dimensionless variables are also introduced as follows 
This form of characteristic velocity is chosen here to be consistent with 
the solutions of Anderson and of Macomber. 
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v u .?. W 
vi 1 vi 
n T - T * - P 
1 1 mn V > 
1 - 1 - 1 
g = — g , h = ̂ -y- h , j = — j , 
l li l 
v 
l " I " i 
G = — G , H = -~r H , J = — J n n V n 
1 11 nl 
where the subscript "1" specifies the flow condition at the lower plate. 
After the process of nondimensionalization of Equations (4) through 
(5), the discrete ordinate method outlined in Chapter I is applied. This 
technique consists of approximating the integration over velocity space of 
the distribution function by the equally spaced quadrature. This requires 
approximating the velocity dependence of the distribution function by a 
set of functions, each evaluated at appropriate discrete points in velocity 
space. The number of discrete points which is taken depends on the degree 
of approximation which is desired. Equations (4a) through (4c) are solved 
simultaneously as an approximation to the true distribution function for 
these discrete velocity points. Therefore, the distribution functions which 
are obtained are continuous in space but are point functions in velocity 
space. Since the macroscopic properties of interest are all formed by 
taking velocity moments of the same distribution function, these moment 
integrations can be evaluated using the same quadrature by which the dis-
tribution function is originally solved. This approach results in an ex-
tremely convenient form for calculation and is particularly suited for work 
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with high-speed computing machines. 
Nondimensionalizing Equations (4a) through (4c) and expressing them 
at the discrete points in velocity space as required in the discrete ordinate 
method gives (see Reference [29]) 
dg 
Knv —-^ = (G - g ) (10a) 
dh 
Kn v —— = (H - h ) (10b) 
d dr 6 6 
Kn v T-^ = (J - j ) (10c) 
6 &C 6 J6 
and 
_1 _ -L ~2 
z nT 2 2T d ,. . v 
G = e (11a) 
6 JT* 
H = (2T + u2)G (lib) 
6 x d 
J = u G (lie) 
6 X 6 
where g , h , j , G , H , and J represent g, h, j, G, H, and J evaluated 
at the discrete velocity points v (d = -n,...,-1,1,...n), respectively. The 
d 
discrete points are defined in Appendix A. 
In order to specify the interaction of the molecules with the sur-
face boundaries, it is assumed that molecules which strike a plate are sub-
sequently emitted with a Maxwellian velocity distribution characterized by 
the plate temperature and velocity. Since it is important to distinguish 
between molecules which are traveling toward a plate and those moving away 
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from it within a distance of the order of several mean free paths from the 
plate regardless of the Knudsen number, it is convenient to define the half-
range distribution function as follows 
f (y;v ) = o , for v < o 
y y 
f~(y;v ) = 0 , for v > 0 
7 y ' y 
The normalized boundary conditions (for 2n discrete velocity points) can 
then be written as follows 
~+ 1 ~ ^ / 2 
9 AT = 0) = - — z e , for v > 0 ( l2a) 
6 •/^k d 
_ -X- "2 
g~(T = 1) = J L - e
 2T2 , for i < 0 (l2b) 
d V ^ T T
 d 
- 2 / 
- v / 2 
h+(T = 0) = — — e d , for v > 0 (12c) 
d 7 T - ' d sThi 
~ -1/2 - -4" v2 
H-(T = l ) = ^ £ 2 _ e 2T2
 d 
d ^ 
- "2 - l v 2 
n2W 2T„ ° , for v < 0 
' d 
(I2d) • " e ^ 
^2nf2 




n W 2. 6 
J"(T = 1) = ~J— e 2 T 2 , for v < 0 ( l 2 f ) 
6 </2TCTL 
Another condition to determine the parameter n_ is that the net mass flux 
normal to the plates be zero at the plates, i»e, 
v g (v )dv - v g(v )dv = 0 (13) 
0 y y y J0 y y y 
In order to apply the discrete ordinate method, the integrals above 
are expressed as finite sums according to the formulation defined in 
Appendix A and in Reference [29], i.e„, 
1-2 1-2 
~~T v - —- v 
y OT y 
p r- ~+,- v 2T
 y-, 2T y ,-
I v g v e e dv 




+<V e 2 T ] < 1 4 > 
d=i 
where k is the weighting coefficient for the velocity component v . 
d d 
Equation (13) then becomes 
1 - 2 1 - 2 
-n T v n —^ v 
V - - , - N 2T
 d r - - + / - , 2T
 d 
- k v g (v je + k v g v e = 
U d d d d Li d d d d 
0 
d = - l d = l 
(15) 
The moments defined in Equations (6) are integrated as illustrated 
in Equation (14) using the quadrature presented in Appendix Ae 
Thus, the problem leads to solving Equations (10a) through (10c) 
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subject to the boundary conditions in Equations (12) and (15). 
Computational Procedures 
It is very important to note that the most significant advantage 
which is gained by applying the present method to Equations (4a) through 
(5c) is that the functions g , h , j , G , H , and J no longer depend on 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
A* 
the velocity component v . This is to say that the system of non-linear, 
first order partial differential equations in Equation (4) has been trans-
formed to a system of non-linear, first order ordinary differential equa-
tions in Equation (10). The resulting set of equations can be solved by 
incorporating a finite difference technique coupled with an iterative 
scheme. 
Consider the following finite difference grid formulation: 
J = m ' / / / / / / / / / Y / / / / / / , 
~r 
AT 
0 (j + 1) 
o (j) 
f 
j = 0 ' / / / / / / / / / / / / /x/// 
The finite difference derivatives are written about point "r" [36] 
Other quantities in Equation (10) are averaged at point r, i.e., 
5 J r = ^ 0 + i )+g d ( i ) ] (16) 
Since the problem exhibits a "two stream" character (one molecular 
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stream coming toward the wall and another molecular stream going away from 
the wall) with discontinuities at the walls, the difference equation must 
be rearranged for each part of the solution. Starting from the lower wall 
with the known values of g (T = 0) from Equation (l2a), the difference form 
d 
of Equation (lO)is applied as follows 
-+ G+(j - 1) + G+(j) Knv 
g*(J> = M r—*- - (i - -£*>g*(J - D] (IT) 
, Knv 
/(I + _ J 2 ) 
The h and j equations are similarly transformed. 
d d 
~+ 
The resulting values of g (T = l) obtained from the solution of 
d 
Equation (17) are integrated to apply the no normal mass flux boundary 
condition, Equation (16). This yields n , which, in turn, generates values 
of g (T = l), Equation (l2b). Starting with these values of g (T = l), 
d d 
Equation (17) is rearranged and applied in the following form marching 
from the upper plate to the lower plate: 
G~(j + 1) + G~(j) Knv „ 
g"d(j) = M 1 * — - (i+-£*)g;(J + 0 ] (18) 
, Knv 
/K2 ZVr ; 
The h and j equations are similarly transformed. 
d d 
The equilibrium distribution function values, G~, H", and J~, are 
6 6 d 
determined from the moments of the previous iterate. The zeroeth iterate 
is the free molecular solution. This yields a system of 6n non-linear 
algebraic equations in 6n unknowns (g , h , and j , d = -n,...,-1,1,...n) 
6 6 6 
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which is solved by the method of successive approximations. 
This scheme forms an implicit finite difference procedure which 
converges very well for the range of Knudsen numbers, 0.001 < Kn < 100. 
Due to the presence of Kn in Equation (10), the following procedure is 
used: First, the free molecular values of n, u , and T are assigned as 
X 
/\. y< /s. 
the zeroeth iterates to functions G , H , and J in Equation (ll), and 
(5 (5 6 
Equation (10) is solved for Kn=100 by iteration. Once convergence is 
obtained for Kn=100, the newly calculated values of n, u, and T (Kn=100) 
are used as the zeroeth iterates to solve Equation (10) for Kn=10. This 
same process is repeatedly applied to Equation (10) to solve for succes-
sively smaller Knudsen number cases, i.e., Kn-1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, etc. 
In this way, the results for the transition, slip, and continuum flow 
regimes can be obtained most efficiently. Convergence is assumed to have 
occurred when the difference in successive iterates of the macroscopic 
-4 
variables is < 10 „ This normally requires two iterations for a Knudsen 
number of 100 and as many as 20 iterations for a Knudsen number of 0.001. 
Results 
A Burroughs B-5500 digital computer was used for the computations. 
The "odd" equally spaced quadrature with n=8 was used. Figures 2 through 
15 present typical results of these computations (100 space steps across 
the channel were taken )u Convergence of the solution to a unique set of 
values was checked by running cases with 50 space steps across the channel 
and n-6. A case with n=14 and 100 space steps was also run and yielded 
the same solution. Results presented in Figures 2 through 7 are in excellent 
This scheme was also used by Macomber [15]. 
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agreement with Anderson's numerically exact results [14]. Since the calcu-
lated curves fall on top of Anderson's curves, Anderson's results are not 
shown in the figures. In these figures Macomber's results [15] are also 
compared. In Figures 2 through 6 Macomber's results are shown for cases 
Kn=10 and 0.5, and in Figure 7 Macomber's result is shown only for Kn = 0.5= 
Although one normally associates linear velocity profiles with the 
Couette flow problem, DeGroff [37] has shown that by merely introducing a 
temperature dependence to the viscosity, the velocity profiles for con-
tinuum Couette flow are curved, and in fact, exhibit an inflection point 
A, ys. 
at the centerline when T =T . The present solutions are presented as 
functions of the reduced coordinate %. It is interesting to note that the 
continuum solution in the T coordinate system yields a linear velocity pro-
file regardless of the temperature-viscosity relationship. The present re-
sults for Kn=0.001 have attained the continuum characteristic of zero slip 
velocity at the plates, but even for this low Knudsen number, a global 
pressure gradient exists and the velocity profiles are not linear. 
The effect of temperature ratio is evident in Figure 2. For large 
As. 
Knudsen numbers, the velocity profiles for various T9 are of essentially 
the same shape, differing primarily in slip at the wall. In this limit 
of near-free molecular flow, the solutions are essentially superpositions 
of wall conditions, and the dependence of rL/n on T~ (and weakly on W) 
accounts for the change in slip. As the Knudsen number decreases, the 
coupling becomes more local and differential effects of local rather than 
global Knudsen number become apparent. 
The non-linear kinetic theory phenomena are evident in the density 
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Figure 2. Couette Flow Velocity Profiles for W * 1. 
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Figure 4. Couette Flow Temperature Profiles for W - 1, T » 0.4. 
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Figure 7. Couette Flow Density Profiles for W = 1, T =* 1. 
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temperature profiles as would be expected from continuum theory where the 
pressure p ~ nT = constant. While the reduced coordinate used in plotting 
these curves may exaggerate the effect somewhat, a global pressure grad-
ient and local Knudsen layers appear whenever there are temperature and/or 
density gradients. 
Figures 8 through 15 report calculated results for W=3. In these 
computations the "odd" equally spaced quadrature with n=8 and n=14 was 
used, and 100 steps across the channel were taken. The error of the n=8 
solutions as compared to n=14 solutions seems to be about 7 per cent for 
the low Knudsen number solutions of W=3, T =1 and as high as 30 per cent 
A. A. 
for W=3, T =0.4. However, for high Knudsen numbers, the error is only 1 
A. *N 
per cent when T =1, but grows to 20 per cent when T =0.4 (see Figure 12, 
Kn=100). The error exhibited by the n=8 solution can be attributed to the 
fact that such a low order approximation (n=8) cannot be expected to yield 
very accurate results for such high plate velocities and temperature ratios. 
An anomaly appearing in the W=3, T =1 case, Figures 8 through 11, 
is the relative position of the Kn=10 and Kn=100 solutions. For instance, 
in Figure 8, one would expect the Kn=100 density profile to lie above the 
Kn=10 density profile based on results exhibited by the lower plate velo-
city cases. This error, which is only of the order of 2 per cent, can 
easily be attributed to the finite difference formulation because, for 
high Knudsen numbers, the derivatives are nearly zero and, by difference 
formulation, are represented by the difference in two values of distribu-
tion function which may differ only in the fifth or sixth decimal. The 
finite difference scheme cannot be expected to generate distribution func-
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Figure 9. Couette Flow Velocity Profiles for W a 3, T« - 1. 
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Figure 10. Couette Flow Temperature Profiles for W - 3, T =1 
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<a. 
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Figure 11. Couette Flow Pressure Profiles for W = 3, T2 = 1. 
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Figure 12. Couette Flow Density Profiles for W = 3, T = 0.4. 
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Figure 14. Couette Flow Temperature Profiles for W = 3, T^ = 0.4. 
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Figure 15. Couette Flow Pressure Profiles for W = 3, T^ = 0.4. 
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the present cases, and, since the discrete ordinate method is an "approxi-
mate" method, the error due to the difference equations is within a reason-
able limit. 
The usefulness of the solutions of the Couette flow problem using 
the BBGK equation lies primarily in their role as calibrations for the 
application of the method of discrete ordinates to non-linear problems. 
In regard to the applicability of the present method, there are 
two points which are worthy of note. First, the proposed discrete ordi-
nate method is capable of obtaining accurate solutions from large Knudsen 
numbers (the free molecular and the near-free molecular flow regime) all 
the way to small Knudsen numbers (the slip and continuum flow regime). 
This can be seen from Figures 2 through 7 in which numerical results are 
presented from Kn=100, 10 to Kn=0.01 and 0.001. The solutions for 
Kn=0.001 exhibit clearly the continuum case. It should be noted that the 
numerical scheme used by Anderson [14] cannot be applied to calculate cases 
with Knudsen numbers Kn < 0.1. Second, the proposed discrete ordinate 
method is also capable of obtaining good solutions from small Mach numbers 
(subsonic flow) to large Mach numbers (supersonic or hypersonic flow). Al-
though no standard solutions are available for comparisons for the VV=3 case, 
it is felt that the solutions presented in Figures 8 through 15 are quite 
reasonable. It is believed that higher order approximations (n > 8) should 
be used for W .> 3 cases» 
In conclusion, the application of the proposed discrete ordinate 
method to the non-linear Couette flow with heat transfer has yielded ex-
it 
cellent results with a very reasonable computing time, leading the author 
The computer time needed for each iteration (using a Burroughs B-5500 com-
puter) is approximately 20 seconds (n=8, brz = l/lOO). 
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to believe that it is a very powerful tool for boundary value problems in 
non-linear rarefied gasdynamics. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE LEADING EDGE PROBLEM 
Background of the Problem 
One of the most difficult, yet practical, problems of viscous 
aerodynamics is the study of the phenomena occuring near the sharp lead-
ing edge of a flat plat which is aligned with a high speed gas stream-
When the leading edge is mathematically sharp, and when the gas is ra-
refied, a flat plate generates a wide spectrum of flow regimes. These 
range from a near-free molecular region near the leading edge to the 
continuum picture of a classical boundary layer far down the plate. The 
viscous flow regimes can be defined physically by a model proposed by Pan 
and Probstein [38] and exhibited in Figure 16. Although the limits of each 
of the various flow regimes are defined somewhat arbitrarily, it has been 
demonstrated by Talbot [39] that the initial departure of the interaction 
theories from experimental results could be correlated by the rarefaction 
parameter, V = M ^C/Re . A more specific interrelation with this param-7 oo,x oo x r 
eter is defined in later sections. However, an approximate relationship of 
V to the flow regimes is depicted in Figure 16. The position down the 
oo,x 3 r 
plate, x, and the local Reynold's number, Re , are also presented in ac-
cordance with the free stream properties of the present solution and their 
relationship to V 
oo,x 
At the leading edge, the details of the flow must be considered from 
a kinetic theory viewpoint. This "kinetic" region is where the flow exhibits 
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Figure 16. Schematic Flow Field for the Sharp Leading Edge Problem. 
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the flow description, with slip velocity and temperature jump effects being 
most pronounced. The "kinetic" region will extend downstream into a "tran-
sition" region where both molecule-molecule and molecule-surface collisions 
are equally important. The beginning of the continuum regime is signalled 
by the "merged" region where the shock wave and viscous boundary layer are 
merged. Farther downstream the shock wave emerges from the boundary layer 
and the "strong interaction" region begins, eventually decaying into a 
"weak interaction" region where the shock wave has decayed to a Mach line. 
Here the classical boundary layer situation is attained., 
Various aspects of this problem have been studied for many years* 
Most of the theoretical investigations have been with the classical boundary 
layer equations and Navier-Stokes equations, which are valid in the "inter-
action" regions, and the investigations have attempted to extrapolate their 
results into the "merged" layer and "transition" region. The kinetic theory 
approach is to start at the leading edge and proceed downstream., The ulti-
mate objective, of course, is to connect these two efforts in a meaningful 
way in the "transition" and "merged" regions. 
The literature on this proplem is quite extensive and only some most 
crucial and well-known papers will be cited. Excellent critiques have been 
presented by Moulic [40] and by Potter [41]. The most important contribu-
tions are presented according to their method of approach and region of 
applicability. 
Weak and Strong Interaction Experiment 
The pioneering effort to obtain experimental results for the inter-
action regimes was offered by Becker [42] when he drew interest to the lead-
ing edge problem by publishing data shoWing the surface pressure strongly 
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rising above the predictions of theory. Several later experimental efforts 
in the interaction regimes have followed Becker's initial work and are sum-
marized comprehensively by Moulic [40] and by Hayes and Probstein [43]. 
Merged Layer and Transition Region Experiment 
In order to achieve sufficiently large Knudsen number and suffic-
iently small Reynold's number results, several experimental investigations 
have been undertaken using rarefied test facilities and/or hypersonic test 
streams. 
Early measurements by Schaaf, et.al. [44] showed significant de-
partures from strong interaction theories for an adiabatic flat plate in 
the range 3 < M < 6. The results were attributed to slip effects., 
Laurmann [45] performed similar experiments and showed the lack of a 
clearly defined shock wave near the leading edge. Moulic [40] obtained 
skin friction data for the same cases and corrected some of Schaafs ear-
lier pressure results,. 
Nagamatsu, et.al. [46,47] obtained surface pressure and heat trans-
fer data at large Mach numbers, 7 < M < 26, for a cold plate0 
Recently, Becker and Boylan [48] obtained pressure data and wall 
slip velocity measurements for the merged and transition flow regimes with 
Mach numbers, 4 < M < 10o They used a cold plate with T /T of about 0.2. 
7 oo ' r wo 
The wall slip and pressure measurements are used for comparison later, 
McCroskey [49] has achieved results similar to those of Becker and 
Boylan for M = 24.5. The works of Nagamatsu, Becker and Boylan, and 
McCroskey exhibit plateaus of maximum heat transfer and pressure near the 
leading edge. 
Significant departures from strong interaction theories are obvious 
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in all these merged layer experiments, but an assessment of the pressure 
data and shock wave shapes shows considerable disagreement. For that mat-
ter, even the various strong interaction pressure data vary considerably 
in magnitude. 
Kinetic Region Experiment 
The first experimental results extending upstream of the transition 
regime were presented by Vidal and Wittliff [50]. They measured surface 
pressure and heat transfer on a cold flat plate with Mach number 13 < M 
< 25 for all regions from weak interaction to the kinetic regime, and con-
cluded that the governing parameter was V , They also established the 
departure from strong interaction theory to begin when V > 0.1 or 0.2. 
Later Wallace and Burke [51] presented cold wall data for skin friction and 
heat transfer for a flat plate under conditions similar to those of Vidal 
and Wittliff. In addition it should be noted that Wallace and Burke were 
the first to contribute local skin friction information very near the lead-
ing edge of a sharp flat plate* The results of these two groups confirmed 
Nagamatsu"s observation of plateaus in surface quantities near the leading 
edge, although the pressure data were substantially lower near the leading 
edge. 
Chuan and Waiter [52] have also reported kinetic region surface pres-
sure distributions on an adiatic flat plate for Mach numbers 6 < M < 8, 
r CO 
Their surface measurements did not reveal the pressure plateau noted on 
the other experimental studies, but they did conclude that very near the 
leading edge the measured flow field properties and surface pressures are 
not predicted by continuum theories. 
Experimental results for both the transition and kinetic regimes, 
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V > 0.3, are seen to be quite limited and results for V > 1 are, to 
oo,x ' M oo,x ' 
date, non-existent. This lack of information can be attributed to the ex-
treme difficulty of placing measuring devices in regions whose physical 
length is of the order of a mean free path. Certainly, accurate measure-
ments under these conditions are extremely difficult to obtain, and con-
siderable question exists as to the interpretation of schlieren photo-
graphs, corrections to pressure measurements, the significance of non-
uniform flow, and the effects of flow angularity. At best, the available 
experiments have lacked sufficient detail to construct an accurate model 
of the flow field or to closely examine the theoretical models. 
Weak and Strong Interaction Theory 
The basic idea of the viscous "interaction" studies is that the 
boundary layer has a significant displacement thickness which forms an ef-
fective body, and thereby produces a shock wave. The shock is curved, and 
decays from a strong shock in the strong interaction regime to a weak shock 
in the weak interaction regime. Pioneering theoretical work by Lees and 
Probstein [53] in the weak interaction regime was followed by numerous weak 
and strong interaction theories that are summarized by Hayes and Probstein 
[43]. The fundamental parameters in these regimes are the viscous inter-
action parameter or rarefaction parameter, V = M vC/Re , and the hyper-
7 oo,x 00 x 
sonic interaction parameter, X = M vC/Re . There is reasonable agree-
r ' oo,x 00 x 
ment between experimental surface quantities and the "interaction" theory 
predictions. 
Merged Layer and Transition Region Theory 
The entrance into the merged region is marked by significant influ-
ence of slip velocity and temperature jump effects in the flow field. 
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Aroesty [54] has demonstrated that surface velocity slip and surface temper-
ature jump alone cannot explain the surface pressure and heat transfer be-
havior that has been observed. On the other hand, Nagamatsu, et.al. [46] 
have proposed that the slip velocity influences the entire flow field. On 
the basis of schlieren observations, they conclude that when the shock wave 
forms, it is merged with the boundary layer. They further claim that the 
shock wave angle does not reach a maximum until the end of the slip regions. 
Laurmann [55] recently applied the Oseen linearization to the Navier-
Stokes equations in the limit of hypersonic flow, thereby neglecting the 
non-linear features of the problem and viscous dissipation effects. His 
solution exhibits general features of the weak interaction model for large 
Reynolds numbers. At the leading edge there is free molecular flow with 
perfect slip, and the solution consists of a viscous layer whose displace-
2 l/2 
ment thickness is proportional to x initially, and to x ' as x increases. 
This reverse curvature is similar to the prediction of the Nagamatsu model. 
Other studies of the merged layer are based on order of magnitude 
estimates and non-dimensional groupings of the Navier-Stokes equations. A 
comprehensive study of this model has been presented by Pan and Probstein 
[38]. Start ing with the Navier-Stokes equations and the assumption of a 
thin shock layer, they find first order effects arising from velocity slip 
and temperature jump at the surface, from shock wave thickness and curva-
ture, from transport effects behind the shock, and from normal pressure 
gradients. They also assume similar velocity and temperature profiles. 
Their theory, however, does not yield good solutions in the transition and 
kinetic regions. 
Using a formulation based on the tangent wedge approximation for 
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the inviscid flow field and the assumption of "similar" solutions of the 
compressible boundary layer equations, Li and Nagamatsu [56] obta ined skin 
friction and heat transfer results for various wall temperature values. 
The significant contribution of their efforts was to present a modified 
Reynold's analogy applicable to non-insulated flat plates. Although their 
heat transfer and skin friction expressions are strictly valid only in the 
interaction regimes, it is interesting to note that the ratio of the two, 
or Reynold's analogy, is not so restricted. It is thus conceivable that 
their Reynold's analogy can be extended into the merged layer since con-
tinuum' mechanics still dominate the flow and thus the qualitative behavior 
of the interrelation between these two transport properties should remain 
constant - at least to first order. Their results will be used for compar-
ison later. 
Garvine [57] recently applied an order of magnitude analysis and 
concluded that the most crucial element in the problem is the streamwise 
variation of the flow field profiles. As a result, the governing equations 
cannot be solved without an accurate knowledge of the initial flow condi-
tions at the upstream edge of the continuum regimes. This indicates that 
the local similarity assumption of Pan and Probstein can not be valid in 
the transition regime. 
Using a similar analysis involving the ordinary flat plate boundary 
layer equations, Oguchi [58] applied special boundary conditions that de-
pend on the position of the shock wave. Anomalous results in skin friction 
and heat transfer motivated Oguchi in his second paper [59] to include velo-
city slip and temperature jump at the wall. These effects lowered the pres-
sure and produced a shock wave with reverse curvature. However, as pointed 
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out by Garvine [57], both analyses were done incorrectly and the results 
are open to question. 
Very recently, Butler [60], using the Los Alamos computer facili-
ties, obtained a numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for 
the interaction and merged layer regimes of a flat plate at Mach number, 
M=10. His results do not exhibit a pressure plateau near the leading edge, 
He does, however, present some interesting comparisons of the slip and no-
slip models. 
Kinetic Region Theory 
All of the flow models discussed so far have been based on concepts 
of continuum fluid dynamics. However, it is well known that the continuum 
assumptions are no longer valid as the Knudsen number becomes very large, 
i.e., very near the leading edge. In this region only a kinetic theory so-
lution can adequately describe the events occuring there. A common assump-
tion is that the flow at the leading edge is free molecular. Thus, only 
random motion of the molecules brings them to the plate. The first few 
collisions between streaming and emitted particles drastically alter this 
situation. In the near-free molecular region, Charwat [61] proposed a first 
collision and a second collision near-free molecular model. His analysis 
considers the interdiffusion of molecules from the surface with streaming 
molecules of the free stream and then analyzes the scattering of successive 
"groups" of molecules. An ensuing momentum transport due to these first 
collisions is used to predict the qualitative behavior of the surface pres-
sure. His analysis is based on a near-Newtonian flow, M -*-oo, a very cold 
wall, T « T , and the neglect of any upstream effects, thus beginning 
with a true free molecular solution at x=0. His results predict a pressure 
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plateau beginning downstream of the leading edge. Using a similar first 
collision theory based on a somewhat less rigorous approach, Kogan [62] 
suggests that even very close to the leading edge no true free molecular 
flow region will exist* He bases his discussion on the fact that mole-
cules scattered upstream cannot be entirely neglected. Recently Bird [63] 
substantiated the statement by Kogan based on his computer experiments. 
Using Monte-Carlo techniques to study a flow field consisting of rigid-
sphere molecules governed by an assumed form of the probability distribu-
tion e(x), Bird showed that the influence of the reflected molecules is 
actually felt in the order of a mean free path upstream of the leading 
edge. Because of limited computer storage his analysis was limited to a 
finite length plate, ten mean free paths long, and to a small number of 
collisions with the plate (on the order of 1000 surface collisions),, His 
solution predicts, contrary to experimental evidence, that even at the 
leading edge the pressure is rising and no pressure plateau exists* 
The first collison theories of Charwat and Kogan, in spite of their 
restrictions, yield a physically meaningful picture of the qualitative be-
havior of the phenomena in the kinetic region. Charwat states that he 
views his theory as a subtle form of dimensional analysis rather than a 
quantitative theory. Bird's approach, on the other hand, should be more 
quantitative than the first collision theories, but, because of the limi-
tations of the method used, his solution cannot be considered very accur-
ate. 
It should be mentioned that the kinetic theory approach to this 
problem is still in its infancy, and there is a need for a solution of 
the. Boltzmann equation which will have the ability to span the entire 
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spectrum from free molecular to continuum flow. There is to date no solu-
tion of the two-(space) dimensional Boltzmann equation, or its substitute 
equations, in their entirety which have accomplished this study. 
It seems appropriate here to clarify the purpose of this chapter. 
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that the present discrete 
ordinate method can make the previously unapproachable two-(space) dimen-
sional problem accessible to solution and thus present a meaningful study 
of the phenomena occuring in the leading edge problem for the flow re-
gimes from near free molecule flow to the weak interaction region. Pri-
mary emphasis is placed on the merged, transition, and kinetic regions 
(V > 0.15) but the solution is extended downstream to show the develop-
00, x ^ 
ment of the continuum regime. 
Formulation of the Problem 
The geometry of the leading edge problem is shown in Figure 16. A 
semi-infinite flat plate is submerged at zero angle of attack in a super-
sonic rarefied gas stream. M is the free stream Mach number of the gas 
with density n and temperature T . The plate is at temperature T . The 
problem is two-dimensional in physical space in that the distribution func-
tion, f(x, y; v, t) describing the state of the system depends on x and y, 
The Boltzmann equation with the BGK model is chosen as the governing equa-
tion, and for this case is 
v ^ + v ^ = v(x,y)(F - f) (1) 
x Qx y 8y '7 
where 
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3/2 - ~=(v - u ) 2 
In order to reduce computer storage requirements, reduced distri-
bution functions are conveniently defined, analogous to the reductions in 
the Couette flow equations of Chapter II. The reduced distribution func-
tions are 
g(x, y; vx, v ) -J f(x, y; v)dvz (3-a) 
—oc 
h(x, y; vx, v ) = J vzf(x, y; v)dvz (3-b) 
—oc 
Thus, integrating out the v dependence in Equation (l) by using 
Equations (3), the single three-dimensional BBGK equation (l) reduces to 
the following two simultaneous two-dimensional equations 
V x f + V y i = V<*> v X G - 9 ) (4-a) 
v x ^ + v y ^ = v (x , y ) ( H - h) (*-b) 
where 
- *5Rr[(vy-u ) +(v -u ) ] 
G =-JQ_ e 2K1 x x y y (*>-a) 
U 2-jtRT ^ D a) 
H = RTG (5-b) 
the moments a re found as follows 
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oo oo 
n = J | gdv dv (6 -a ) 
oo oo 
nu = I v gdv dv (6-b) 
x %} nj x x y —oo •^co 
oo oo 
nu = v gdv dv (6 -c ) 
J J „ y * y 
_oo oo 




+ (v - u ) Igdv dv 
y y ' ^ X y 
oo oo 
T = -m v v Qdv dv + mnu u (6-e) 
xy J J x y ^ x y x y 




v v gdv dv - mu v v gdv dv (6 - f ) 
y x ' x y x J J x y ^ x y y x ^ x y x J J x y 
—oo —oo ' ' —oo —oo ' 
oo oo oo oo 
+ 7? v gdv dv - mu v gdv dv 
2 J J y ^ x y y J J y x y 
-oo —oo ' — oo —oo 
r»°° r 0 0 T m n u 9 9 
+ 5 I I v hdv dv - i nRTu + - ^ ( u 2 + u ) 
2 J J y x y 2 y 2 y x 
—oo —oo 
p = mnRT (6-g) 
where % is the shear stress in the x-y plane and q is the heat flux xy 7 r y 
normal to the plate. 
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The collision frequency, v(x,y), is taken to be of the form [64] 
v = ^ (7) 
M-
where the viscosity, p., is assumed to have a temperature dependence 
£- = (f )S (8) 
"̂ OO CO 
where S is a constant for a given gas [l]. The viscosity, p., is related 
to the free stream mean free path by the relation [l] 
X =%-^ (9) 
°° ° ran V 2*RT 
Combining Equations (7) through (9) gives 
16 nRT ~ " S 
v = T  
(~r do) 
n X */2KRT OO 
oo oo oo 
A characteristic velocity is defined as 
V = </2RT (11) 
oo oo 
The def in i t ions of dimensionless var iables are introduced as follows 
u = u /V , u = u /V , v. = v./V , n = n/n , 
X x o o 7 y y o o ' i i ' o o 7 o o 7 
T = T/T , p = p /p , T = T /mn u , 
oo ' r r' ôo ' xy xy oo x ' 
q = q / c T mn u ^ /. * /. 
y y P °° °° x , x » x/x , y = yA_ , 
oo oo oo 
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9 = 9V«/n» > K = h / n » > C = v X A > 
G = Gvf/n , H = H/n . 
cor oo 
After the process of nondimensionalization of Equations (4) and (5) 
is accomplished, the discrete ordinate method Outlined in the previous 
chapters is applied. The application of the method reduces the set of 
governing integro-differential equations, Equations (4), to a set of par-
tial differential equations. 
The resulting differential equations are 
v M 0>b + v a S „,& = 0 (6 - 8 ) (12-a) 
0 ^ ^ o ~^ o , o O,o 
ox 3y 
QA — 6>b + \ — 6>b = C ( ^ * " Kj ( l2"b) 
d 6x h 6y d , & d , & 
where 
. _[(v -G )2+(v -u )2] / f 
GH = - ^ e
 d x 5 y J (13-a) 
d , & icT 
% = I f d > ° <13"b) 
and 
8 - * ( l - S ) f,A, 
v = nTN (14) 
5 v ^ 
where g , h , G , and H • r e p r e s e n t g, h, G, and H eva lua ted 
C,o d,o o,o o,o 
a t the d i s c r e t e v e l o c i t y po in t (v , v ) (d=*-n,.. . , - 1 , 1 , . . . , n , o s s - n , . . . , - 1 , 
o o 
l , . . . , n ) , r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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Introducing the transformation 
a - i - e~ay (15) 
into Equations (12) then gives 
v, 51 d,& + v a(l - H) & 0,5, = 0(Grt . - $ „ . ) (16) 
d 3 —n,...j-1,1,...n 
b = -n,«..,-1,1,...n 
.A. 
and a similar equation for h c This transformation not only maps the in-
d ,o 
finite y region into a unit region (0 < fj < l) but it also does so in an 
efficient manner. That is, if the region 0 < t} < 1 is divided into m equal 
steps for the purpose of applying a finite difference scheme, the points 
in actual physical space are quite close together in the region near the 
plate where gradients are largest and are spaced farther apart in regions 
away from the surface where there is little change in flow properties. 
In order to specify the interaction of the molecules with the sur-
face of the plate, it is assumed that molecules which strike the surface 
are subsequently emitted with a Maxwellian velocity distribution character-
ized by the plate temperature, T , and zero net tangential velocity. The 
w 
two-stream concept introduced earlier is applied here also by defining the 
half-range distribution functions 
y\ 
f (x, t); vx, v ) = 0 , for vy < 0 
f (x, TI? v , v ) - 0 , for v > 0 
> i' x' y ' y 
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The non-dimensionalized boundary cond i t i ons ( for 2n x 2n d i s c r e t e 
v e l o c i t y p o i n t s ) can then be w r i t t e n 
. - [ ( v -u ) +v ] 
g*(x < 0 , jjs v o , v f t) - j e ° *»
 b (17-a) 
-[(vfl-ux )
2+$ 
fr(x <0, jj, v , v ) - £ e " (17-b) 
> . . . . i -[(vGxjH2i 
g (x , fj=l; v , v ) = - e (17-c) 
O O Tt 
- [ ( v - u ) 2 +v 2 ] 
~ + ~ 1 OO 
h~(x, T}=1; v^, vh) = — e (17-d) 
. -[(G-G )2+v2]/? 
g (x > 0, tj-0; v^ , v ) = ^ r ~ e r ,~ (17-e) 
w 
. - [ ( v - Q )2+v^]/f 
~, n L o x~ ' 6J w 
h+(x > 0, f|=0i v o , 0 s ) = ^ e "
= 0 (17 - f ) 
The density of the molecules diffusing from the plate, n , is not 
known a priori and may be found by applying the condition of zero mass flux 
normal to the plate at the surface. In discrete ordinate form, this condi-
tion yields the relation (see Chapter II, Equation (14)) 
£ "<- ~ (v +v )/f 
-I i kM«;,»' + (i8) 
d=-n ?>=-n 
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n n /^2,^2v/^ 
V T - A+ c b*' 
L L d bVbgc,be 
d=-n 6=1 
where k and k are the quadrature weighting coefficients for velocity 
d h 
components v and v , respectively (see Appendix A). 
d o 
Thus, the problem reduces to solving Equations (16) subject to 
conditions (17). This yields 2n x 2n equations with 2n x 2n discrete 
unknowns. 
Computational Procedure 
As discussed in Chapters I and II, the application of the discrete 
ordinate technique removes the microscopic velocity dependence from the 
reduced distribution functions. Accordingly, the functions, g ft, h t, 
d jO d j6 
A. A. 
G , and H in Equations (16) are independent of the velocity varia-
d, o d, o 
bles v and v . Therefore, Equations (16) can be solved by incorporating 
d b 
a finite difference technique in physical space coupled with an iterative 
scheme. 
The finite difference scheme used for the Couette flow problem was 
modified for application to a two-(space) dimensional problem. However, 
attempts to use this scheme on the leading edge problem proved to be pen-
alizing in computer time* To alleviate the computer time problem, a much 
simpler finite difference scheme was devised which resulted in a very 
rapidly converging formulation., with time required for each iteration kept 
to within a workable limit. The difference derivatives are written as 
differences from point (i, j) with other quantities evaluated at point 
(i, j) in the grid formulation below 
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( i - 1 , j ) Ax 
? 
( i , j+1) 
( i , j ) 
The d i f f e r ence form of Equation (16) becomes 
v [-*** ^ ] + v a ( l - r j . ) [ - ^ ^ 
Ax At] 
v(i>J)[G. J1'^ " 9* «( i ,J) ] 
O j O 0 , 0 
(19) 
Equation (19) is rearranged and used to solve for g as a backward dif-
(3 >o 
ference equation as follows 
v. a 
v ^ ' M ^ V 1 - 1 ^ - f~ (i-v%>(i<j+i) -Ax (20) 
+ v(i,j)G (i,j) 
djo 
sr v v% a ., 
/ ^--^(i-n^ + vdj) 
/ L Ax An J J 
AX An 
To be consistent with the backward differencing scheme, the deriv-
atives are written in the direction of flow of the molecules. Appro-
~+ 
priately, then, the grid formulation for the g , molecules is taken to 
d,o 
be as illustrated below 
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(i-1, j) Q Ax Q ( i , j ) 
Afj 
( i , j - l ) 
Accordingly, the d i f f e r ence form of Equation (16) becomes 
. §« J 1 ' ^ " §rt . ( i - 1 , J ) ^ 8rt . ( i , j ) - <L . ( i j - l ) 
v j-_ch& ^ 6 - j + v a ( l_-j | -_cLd> d ^ -j 
Ax 
6 'J Af| 
= v ( i , j ) [ G ( i , j ) - g _ ( i , j ) ] 
d , 6 o , o 
(21) 
Equation (21) is rearranged and used to solve for g as follows 
d j o 
£ *(i.J> = f - a! »(i-i,J) + ̂ r <H<>£ Ji.J-D 'd,6 uAx 'd9o At! J 0>& 
(22) 
+ v(i,j)G (i,j) 
OjO 




d-ii ) + ? ( i , j ) 
The h equations are similarly reduced* 
d, o 
Freestream conditions are assigned to the column of grid points just 
ahead of the leading edge and to the grid points at r\-l. Equation (20) is 
used to solve g (i,j) for i > 0 and 0 < j < m. The resulting values of 
d, o 
/\ 
g ,(i,j=0) are integrated to apply the condition of no normal mass flux 
djo 
at fj=0, Equation (18). This yields n , which in turn generates values of 
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g (i>j=0)> Equation (17-e). Starting with these values of g (i,j=0), 
d ,5 d ,5 
Equation (22) is used to generate g a(i,j) for 0 < j < m. The h 
d ,6 d,6 
equation is similarly solved. 
A. *• 
t 1 
The equilibrium distribution function values, G and H 9 are 
d,& d,o 
all determined from moments of the previous iterate. The zeroeth iterate 
at x station i is the station i-1 solution. This yields a system of 
2n x 2n nonlinear algebraic equations with 2n x 2n unknowns (g and 
d,o 
h , d 3 -n,....,-1,1,o..o,n, b = -n,....,-1,1,....,n) which is solved 
d ,o 
by the method of successive approximations. Convergence is assumed to 
have occurred when the difference between successive iterates at a par-
's -4 
ticular x station is < 10 . Normally three iterations are required. 
A Burroughs B-5500 digital computer was used for the calculations. 
The "odd" equally spaced quadrature with n = 4 was used for both the v 
and v integrations. The grid size in the physical tj space was taken to 
be AT} = 0.033 (30 space steps), and the grid size in the x space was chosen 
to be Ax = 2 for -2 < x < 50 (Re < 125) and Ax = 10 thereafter. The re-
sulting required computer storage was 25,000 words for the distribution 
function alone (storing values at two x stations). This requirement, along 
with the rest of the computer program, presses the entire B-5500 storage 
capability. Because of this storage problem, no smaller grid size could 
be applied and no larger order of quadrature could be used. Therefore, 
convergence was checked by comparing the difference of successive iterates 
and by showing the Gauss-Seidel eigenvalue, Xp s , to be less than one, a 
necessary and sufficient condition for convergence [65]. The approximate 
value for \ r Q was found to be < 0.2 (See Appendix B). 
The constant "a" in Equation (15) serves as a "stretching factor" 
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and was chosen to be a = 0.01„ 
The viscosity-temperature exponent in Equation (8) was taken to be 
S =* 0.816, which is the value for Argon, a monatomic gas, and thus repre-
sentative of the BBGK equation,, 
The Chapman-Rubesin constant, C, used only in the calculation of 
the plotting parameter, V , was chosen to be unity.. 
9 X 
The free stream Mach number was chosen to be M s 1*5 in order to 
00 
achieve reasonable accuracy with the n s 4 quadrature„ All the flow 
phenomena of interest in the leading edge problem are exhibited at this 
Mach number. 
Results 
As the distribution function was determined at successive stations 
down the plate, all macroscopic moments of interest were obtained by 
applying the same quadrature used to solve the governing equationso The 
density, tangential velocity, normal velocitŷ , temperature, pressure, 
shear stress,, and normal heat flux were all computed according to Equations 
(6)= A complete presentation of all the macroscopic and microscopic phe-
nomena of interest occurring in the leading edge problem for M = 1.5 is 
offered in the following sections. 
Density Profiles 
The density profiles at several x stations for T =1.0 are illus-
' r w 
trated in Figure 170 An inspection of the various density profiles reveals 
the distinctive characteristics pertaining to each of the various flow re-
gimes*, At x = 0 the results of near-free molecular phenomena are identi-
fied by an initial deflection of molecules away from the plate. By the 
time transition occurs, i.e„j 0 < x < 10, the density profile assumes a new 
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Figure 17. Flat Plate Density Profiles for T =1.0, 
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character* By definition^ the transition regime is where surface-molecule 
and molecule-molecule collisions become equally important* This is demon-
strated by the fact that the gas has tried to adjust itself to the wall 
velocity and temperature„ This sudden recovery is felt only very near the 
surface because of the still limited molecule-molecule communication0 This 
adjustment causes the density profile to change slope within a few mean 
free paths of the wall (see Figure 17, x s 4 and x = 10). When the gas 
has traveled farther down the plate, a change from "transition" to "merged" 
character becomes evidento By this time the molecule-molecule collisions 
have begun to dominate the flow description^ and the effects of the wall 
are perturbed into the free stream in the form of a shock wave0 The den-
sity profile at x s 24 clearly exhibits the initial formation of the shock 
wave which eventually emerges from the boundary layer as a well-defined 
shock structure profile for larger x» The density profiles for x = 100, 
250, and 700 demonstrate the final formation of similar profiles which are 
normally associated with classical continuum boundary layer theory*, 
The density profiles for T = lo5 are presented in Figure 18. The 
w 
effect of the hot wall on the density is felt strongly within the boundary 
layer where the profiles vary significantly from those for the cold wall 
solution, T - 1, in Figure 170 It is interesting to note, however, that 
the shock wave portion of the profiles is not significantly influenced by 
the plate temperature« 
The solution of the shock structure profiles from the Navier-Stokes 
equations by Gilbarg and Paolucci [66] and from the BBGK equation by 
Liepmann, etc ale [64] predict a shock thickness on the order of ten mean 
paths for a free stream Mach number, M = lo50 Their results also show 
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the shock becoming thicker as the shock wave gets weaker. This agrees well 
with the present solution as can be seen from the density profiles, Figures 
17 and 18. 
Tangential Velocity Profiles 
Figure 19 illustrates the variation of the tangential velocity pro-
files along the plate. The velocity profiles are much as would be expected,, 
For x = 0 the boundary layer is very thin and slip at the wall is very pro-
nouncedo A very rapid recovery of the velocity slip at the wall is demon-
strated by the x = 4 and 10 profiles with the slip becoming negligible for 
x > 100. A more detailed discussion of the velocity slip decay is deferred 
to a later section. Also obvious in Figure 19 is the steady growth of the 
boundary layer thickness while the tangential velocity profiles remain 
similar. 
The tangential velocity profiles for T =1.5 are presented in Figure 
20. These profiles are essentially the same as the cold wall results in 
Figure 19, differing primarily in slip at the wall*, A more complete discus-
sion of the wall temperature effects on the slip velocity is deferred to a 
later section. 
Normal Velocity Profiles 
Figure 21 illustrates the variation of the normal velocity profiles 
along the plate for T = 1.0. These profiles demonstrate the formation of 
the shock wave as do the density profiles in Figure 17. At small x stations 
(from x = 0 to 20), the shock wave is more clearly defined from the normal 
velocity profiles than it is from the density profiles. This has also been ex-
perimentally observed by Laurmann [45]. The strength of the shock wave is 
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By x 3 100 the influence of continuum mechanics dominates the flow des-
cription, as evidenced by the negligible slip at the wallo Accordingly 
the shock wave has achieved maximum strength. For x > 100 the shock wave 
remains fairly constant in strength as it propagates outward from the 
plate, 
The normal velocity profiles for T = 1*5 are presented in Figure 
22. These solutions also exhibit the characteristics described aboveo 
Temperature Profiles 
-A 
The character of the temperature profiles for T = 1.0 is demon-
strated in Figure 23o These profiles also indicate the various flow re-
gimes described above0 At x = 0 the effect of wall temperature is propa-
gated into the free stream in the same manner as is the wall velocity* 
This is as expected because the gas temperature there is strongly influenced 
by the kinetic energy loss of the free stream due to decreased tangential 
velocity0 The effect of the wall temperature is not yet strongly felt be-
cause of the negligible molecule-molecule communication„ However^ as mole-
cule-molecule collisions become more numerous the gas adjacent to the wall 
begins to adjust itself to the wall conditionso This is illustrated by the 
x = 4 and x - 10 temperature profilesc Farther down the plate (x > 100) 
the temperature profiles assume a distinct cold wall boundary layer char-
acter with the shock wave emerging into the free stream., 
The temperature profiles for T - 1„5 are presented in Figure 24<, 
As is the case with the density profiles in Figures 17 and 18, the effect 
of increased wall temperature is felt strongly within the boundary layer 
but does not significantly affect the upper portion of the temperature 
profiles, 
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Figure 25 illustrates the associated pressure profiles for T = 1.0. 
These pressure profiles exhibit the formation of an initial pressure pulse 
and its subsequent decay to a near-constant boundary layer pressure pro-
file associated with classical boundary layer theory. 
The pressure profiles for T =1.5 are presented in Figure 26. It 
w 
is interesting to note that even though the density and temperature pro-
files within the boundary layer are significantly influenced by different 
wall temperatures, the pressure is not appreciably altered. 
Shock Front Position 
The position of the shock front as a function of distance from the 
leading edge is presented in Figure 27. The shock front position was taken 
to be the outermost disturbance exhibited by the normal velocity data. 
This corresponds to the normal velocity having decayed to slightly less 
n 
than one per cent of its maximum value. The shock angle approaches an 
almost constant value after about twenty mean free paths from the leading 
edge0 The classical solution for the Mach line of a flow with M
 s 1.5 is 
oo 
a = sin (rr-) = 41.8°» The present solution yields a shock wave angle 
oo 
close to 38° for large x. The trend of the present results agrees with 
This definition of the shock front is consistant with Butler's interpreta-
tation of his numerical data [60]. The "maximum-slope" definition of the 
shock center used by several authors is not a suitable choice of reference, 
as pointed out by Liepmann, et.al. [63]. They demonstrate that the shock 
wave profile is not symmetrical and that the upstream, or low-density, 
side of the shock wave profile is elongated, thus causing the true shock 
wave "center" to be moved upstream. The location of the shock wave center 
then becomes arbitrary and somewhat misleading. A more suitable indica-
tion of the position of the shock front is to predict the extension of its 
influence as one would predict the edge of the boundary layer. This is 
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Butler's numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations [60] which shows 
that by introducing velocity slip and temperature jump at the wall, the 
shock angle is reduced. 
The influence of different wall temperatures on the shock front 
position is also illustrated in Figure 27. The results indicate that for 
a hotter plate the increased slip coupled with the other hot plate effects 
merely causes a very slight downstream shift in the shock position, but 
does not significantly alter the final shock front angle. 
Surface Pressure 
Experimental and theoretical studies of surface pressure distribu-
tions are numerous in the literature. However, as pointed out by Becker 
and Boylan [48], there is considerable disagreement between various experi-
mental investigations. In order to achieve experimental results in the 
transition regime, investigations were limited to M > 4, since the physi-
cal length of this region is proportional to the Mach number. No experi-
mental results in the transition regime are available for Mach numbers of 
the order of the present investigation. Comparisons of the present pres-
sure calculations with recent experimental transition regime results at 
moderate Mach numbers, M =4.1, 9.19, and 10.15, by Becker and Boylan [48], 
and M = 5.5 by Moulic [40] are presented in Figure 28. Also presented is 
the second order weak interaction theory of Hayes and Probstein [43] 
CP = 2[ i / + (^1)B^,x + ̂  4 f • <r-OB]2 £ £ 
M oo ' M oo 
oo oo 
(23) 
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Figure 28. Surface Pressure Coefficient. 
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theories are considered inadequate for V > 0.15 and, in fact, strong 
oo, X 
interaction effects do not significantly influence the flow description 
unless M > 8 [48]. Thus far, there are no theoretical predictions for 
pressure variations sufficiently near the leading edge at nominal Mach 
numbers. 
The present results are indeed interesting because of their quali-
tative agreement with available experimental data at nominal Mach numbers 
and their excellent agreement for V < 0,15 with the weak interaction 
3 <»,X — 
theory of Hayes and Probstein [43]. The pressure plateau noted by sev-
eral experimental investigators [47,48,49] is confirmed and, in fact, 
occurs in the transition range of the rarefaction parameter 0.4 < V 
< 0.6 as pointed out by Becker and Boylan [48] and by Moulic [40]. An 
obvious trend exhibited by the pressure coefficient results in Figure 28 
is a steady increase in the maximum pressure coefficient as the Mach num-
ber decreases. 
Also presented in Figure 28 is the free molecular limit for 
T = T c The present results, although exhibiting a negative pressure 
gradient in the kinetic region as predicted by the near-free molecular 
theory of Kogan [62], do not decrease to the free molecular solution at 
the leading edge. The recent theoretical results of Kogan [62] and of 
Bird [63] indicate that such a result is reasonable. 
The effect of wall temperature on the pressure coefficient is illus-
trated in Figure 29. The plate temperature values vary from the cold plate 
configuration, T = 1, to a hot plate configuration, T - 1.75. The change 
in wall temperature does not alter the characteristic of the pressure dis-
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conclusion agrees with Butler's numerical continuum solution [60], although 
his results do not extend beyond V > 0.6. The fact that the pressure 
curves do not vary significantly for plate temperatures ranging from cold 
wall conditions to near-adiabatic conditions supports the comparison in 
Figure 28 with experimental results at different wall temperatures. 
Skin Friction 
In seeking an understanding of the complex phenomena occurring be-
tween the leading edge and the continuum regime, it is desirable to obtain 
as many corroborating properties as possible. One of these subjects is the 
behavior of the wall shear stress which was calculated for the present 
model from Equation (6-e) and is presented in Figure 30 as a function of 
the rarefaction parameter, V . The solution is compared to the classi-
cal boundary layer theory of Blassius [35], 
C - ^ , (24) 
f v/Re 
x 
and to the free molecular limit as presented by Wallace and Burke [51], 
1 2 l / 2 
< * • £ < # • <»> 
oo 
Also presented in Figure 30 are the experimental results of Wallace 
and Burke [51] and of Moulic [40]. 
Although the present solution of the flow field beyond x .> 100 
(V < CI) is not expected to be accurate to more than two decimal places, 
oo,X r 7 
the shear stress results are seen to be in very good qualitative agreement 
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Figure 30. Skin Friction Coefficient. 
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initial tendency of the shear stress to increase more rapidly is apparent. 
Finally, as the transition and kinetic regions are traversed, the solution 
tends toward a near-free molecular value* 
This behavior of the shear stress value was, in fact, predicted by 
Mirels [67] who used the Oseen linearization on the Navier-Stokes equations 
with a correction for slip, and verified experimentally by Wallace and 
Burke [51]. The results of Moulic [40] are the only other experimental 
skin friction data reaching into the transition regime. His results indi-
cate the initial departure from interaction theory but do not attain suf-
ficiently high values of V to corroborate the beginning of a skin fric-
tion plateau as indicated by Wallace and Burke. The present solution does 
not exhibit a "peak" of maximum skin friction behind the leading edge, but 
merely a reduction in slope of the skin friction curve as the leading edge 
is approached. 
The effect of different wall temperatures on the surface friction 
is illustrated in Figure 31• The general character of the skin friction 
distribution does not change significantly for the temperature range in-
vestigated. The weak interaction theory of Li and Nagamatsu [56] predicts 
an increase in skin friction with increasing plate temperature. For the 
present case of wall temperature increasing from 1.0 to 1.75, their theory 
predicts a forty per cent increase in skin friction. The present solution 
illustrated in Figure 31 exhibits an increase of approximately fifty per 
cent for V < 0o2 (the interaction regimes). The present solution, how-
ever, demonstrates a phenomena previously unattained by other theoretical 
studies, yet intuitively expected. Namely, the change in character of the 
skin friction behavior as the kinetic region is entered. Since the kinetic 
84 
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Figure 31. Effect of Plate Temperature on Skin Friction. 
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region is dominated by slip effects, and since the slip is increased with 
increasing temperature, one would expect the skin friction to decrease 
with increasing plate temperature more toward a free molecular value at 
the leading edge. This phenomenon is exhibited by the present model and 
perhaps gives a better understanding of the transition regime as well. 
Heat Transfer 
In order to investigate the heat transfer characteristics of the 
present theoretical model, a study was made of the temperature profile de-
velopment and normal heat flux at the plate for several constant wall tem-
perature values. An analysis of these data is used to determine the adiabatic 
wall temperature associated with the continuum regime. 
Figures 32 and 33 illustrate the asymptotic development of the tem-
perature profiles in the gas. The only significant difference in the tem-
perature profiles at x = 100 and x = 250 is the growing boundary layer 
thickness. This then shows the existence of similar profiles in the con-
tinuum regime. From continuum analyses, the adiabatic wall condition is 





dition occurs when T w 1.62. Continuum theory predicts an adiabatic wall 
temperature, T = 1.75 for M = 1.5. The present solution is quite 
reasonable since the trend of this data indicates an asymptotic approach 
to a value near the continuum result. 
An additional check on the heat transfer characteristics was made 
by solving the heat flux into the plate from Equation (6-f). These cal-
culations are the least accurate of all the data because they involve in-
tegration of a higher order moment. Nevertheless, typical results for the 
heat transfer coefficient are presented in Figure 34* The solution is 
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compared to the results of classical boundary layer theory [35], which 
gives 
C.=°-^§ , (26) 
h v'Re 
X 
and to predicted results using skin friction data and Reynold's analogy as 
P. 
corrected by Li and Nagamatsu [56], which, for y = —, is 
2Ch 
~ = 0.71 c (27) 
gf 
Also presented in Figure 34 for comparison are the experimental results of 
Nagamatsu, et.al. [47], Wallace and Burke [51], and Vidal and Wittliff [50] 
Agreement with the boundary layer theory is quite good for small 
V , and application of Reynold's analogy, Equation (27), gives excellent 
results for V < 0o35o For positions within the transition and kinetic 
regions, however, the heat transfer drops sharply below the values pre-
dicted by either of the above theories. It is,of course, in this region 
where interaction theories based on continuum mechanics become invalid. 
The trend of the present solution agrees with the experimental results of 
Nagamatsu, et.al. [47], Wallace and Burke [51], and Vidal and Wittliff [50] 
All of these experiments were conducted for conditions of 7 < M < 25. 
Vidal and Wittliff [50] noted that the location of the initial de-
partures from interaction theories could be correlated by a single value 
of the rarefaction parameter, V „ Inspection of the various experimental 
o°,x 
results as well as the present solution in Figure 34 does reveal this de-
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to note that this common transition point is also exhibited by the surface 
pressure and skin friction data, Figures 28 and 30. 
Heat transfer results for other constant wall temperatures are pre-
sented in Figure 35. The cold wall curves are similar in character for 
all values of V <> The near-adiabatic wall results are dominated by 
o°,X 
strong gas heating in the transition and kinetic regions. This is because 
/s 
T ~ 1.6 is near-adiabatic in the continuum limit only, and for regions of 
W 7 7 3 
large slip influence the plate is actually very hot. 
Based on the temperature ratio limitations discovered in the Couette 
flow solution, the results obtained for T < 0.75 are assumed to be only 9 w — 7 
qualitative for a low order quadrature solution and are presented here in 
that capacity. 
Slip Velocity at the Wall 
The decay of slip velocity along the plate is presented in Figure 
36. Also presented for comparison are the experimental results of Becker 
and Boylan [48l for M = 10.1 and T = 2T , the theoretical prediction of 
' u J oo w oo r 
Chow [68], and the theory of Oguchi [59] for M = 1.5 and T = T „ The 
present solution agrees very well with the several other results except 
that at the leading edge itself the gas does not exhibit pure slip, u = U , 
but rather a near-free molecular value, u = U /2 for T = T . The prac-
' W oo w oo r 
tice of assuming pure slip at the leading edge is only valid for M —••ooJ) 
i.e., when the random motion of molecules can be neglected. 
The effects of different plate temperatures on the slip velocity is 
illustrated in Figure 37. Much as would be expected, the slip velocity 
increases almost linearly with increasing wall temperature. This trend 
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Distribution Function in Kinetic Region 
An interesting insight into the molecular behavior in the kinetic 
region can be obtained by looking at the distribution function near the 
plate where the velocity distribution is strongly non-Maxwellian; in fact, 
it is more nearly a two-sided Maxwellian. As an illustration of this phe-
nomenon, the distribution function g(v , v ; x=0, y=0) for T = 1 is pre-
sented in Figure 38. The grid "net" covering the surface is the actual 
velocity grid used in the calculation. The two-stream distinction pro-
posed by Gross, et.al., [7] is obvious. Under this condition, the flow 
phenomenon is largely governed by the molecule-surface collisions., 
Farther downstream of the leading edge the increased number of 
molecule-molecule collisions will tend to drive the two-sided velocity dis-
tribution toward the single peak continuous velocity distribution character-
istic of the continuum regime. The transition from the kinetic region ve-
locity distribution to the continuum region velocity distribution is 
illustrated in Figure 39 where the transition region velocity distribution, 
g(v 9 v ; x=10s y=0) is plotted for the case T = 1„ The tendency toward 
a continuous equilibrium distribution about a zero velocity is evident. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The application of the discrete ordinate method for solving non-
linear gasdynamic flow problems has been accomplished on a systematic 
basis. The usefulness and accuracy of the new quadrature was established 
in the solution of the problem of non-linear Couette flow with heat trans-
fer* The results were compared with Anderson's exact numerical solution 
[14] and were found to be identical within graphical distinction The 
method was then extended to the solution of the two-dimensional leading 
edge problem, and it achieved excellent results for all parameters studied. 
The success of this extension, using a low order quadrature, may lie 
partly in the fact that the moment integrals, which are solved by quad-
raturej are two-dimensional, and a low order quadrature (i»e. n=4, half-
2 
range) actually samples the integral at (2n) discrete values of the argu-
ment The accuracy of the leading edge solution then may be considered 
quite goodo 
Most theoretical treatments of viscous gasdynamics problems use 
simplifying assumptions to make the equations tractable for analysis.. In 
contrast^ the solutions achieved by the present technique utilized only 
the assumption of the BGK model? however, the method can be extended to 
other modelso The approximation to the Boltzmann equation involved in 
the present research is made only in the sense of numerical truncations. 
Based on the success of the application of the proposed method to the 
solution of the leading edge problem, it appears that the method of 
98 
discrete ordinates5 using the equally spaced quadrature, has suitable 
flexibility for adaptation to many practical situations which may arise 
in physical problems. For sufficiently higher Mach numbers, however9 a 
higher order quadrature is necessary» The only limitation of the pre-
sent leading edge solution is that of large computer storage requirementso 
The results of the present investigation may be summarized in the 
following conclusions: 
lc The discrete ordinate method has been shown to give accurate 
solutions over a wider range of Knudsen numbers for a given amount of com-
putional effort than any other known existing method applied to the non-
linear BBGK equation. 
2o The flexibility of the discrete ordinate method, which has been 
extended to solve problems previously considered unapproachable from a 
computational standpoint^ has been demonstrated in the solution of the 
leading edge problemo The results of the leading edge solution offer con-
siderable insight into the behavior of a rarefied gas flow as it traverses 
the complete spectrum of flow regimes from near-free molecular to continuum 
and presents a meaningful connection between the first-collision kinetic 
theory solutions at the leading edge and the extended continuum theories 
in the interaction regimeso 
3o The successful extension of the method of discrete ordinates to 
non-linear problems is due to the development of the equally spaced quad-
ratures o 
40 The flow field generated for the leading edge problem presents 
a reasonable picture of the macroscopic properties and their spacial var-
iationsc The results indicate that the effect of wall temperature is 
99 
confined to the boundary layer region and significantly influences only 
the density and temperature profiles. The thickness of the shock wave is 
in qualitative agreement with the theories of Gilbarg and Paolucci [66] 
and of Liepman, et. ah [64]u The shock front position is slightly below 
the Mach wave, which agrees with the trend of Butler0s numerical solution 
[60]. 
5. The surface pressures generated for the leading edge problem 
agree with the second order weak interaction theory of Hayes and Probstein 
[43] in the weak interaction range, V £0.15. The pressure results have 
the correct trend as indicated by available experimental data at nominal 
Mach numbers [40,48]» The pressure peak noted by several experimental in-
vestigators [47,48,49] is confirmed and, in fact, occurs in the transition 
range, 0.4 < V < 0.6, as pointed out by Becker and Boylan [48] and by 
°°,x 
Moulic [40]. The solution at the leading edge, x = 0, does not achieve the 
free molecule limit and indicates that no true free molecule region exists. 
This was also pointed out by Kogan [62] and by Bird [63]. 
6. The skin friction results for the leading edge problem are in 
qualitative agreement with the Blassius solution in the interaction regime, 
V £ 0.3. The present solution also yields qualitative agreement with 
the experimental results of Wallace and Burke [51] and of Moulic [40] for 
interaction and merged regimes, V < 0,5. The present results do not 
exhibit a "peak" of maximum skin friction behind the leading edge, but 
merely a reduction in slope of the skin friction curve as the leading 
edge is approached. This behavior agrees with the theoretical prediction 
of Mirels [67], 
7. The heat transfer results for the leading edge problem are in 
100 
good agreement with boundary layer theory [35] for V < 0.1. The appli-
°°,X 
cation of Reynold's Analogy as corrected by Li and Nagamatsu [56] gives 
excellent results for V < 0.35. The present results exhibit a heat 
oo,x ~ r 
transfer peak in the transition region, 0.4 < V < 0.6, which agrees 
with the experimental data of Nagamatsu, et.alo [47]9 of Wallace and Burke 
[51], and of Vidal and Wittliff [50]. 
8. The wall slip velocity for the leading edge problem agrees 
quite well with the theory of Chow [68] and of Oguchi [59], and with the 
experimental results of Becker and Boylan [48] for V < lo0o Nearer 
°°,x 
the leading edges however, the gas does not exhibit pure slip, u = U , 
but rather a near-free molecular value, u = U/2 for T = T . The mag-
* W ocr w oo ^ 
nitude of the slip velocity is seen to increase almost linearly with in-




THE "ODD" AND "EVEN" EQUALLY SPACED QUADRATURES 
The idea of developing a quadrature for an integral of the type 
CO 
e f(v)dv based on difference formulas was introduced by Burgoyne 
Jo 
[69]. This method involves equally spaced discrete ordinates but re-
quires solution of the Newton difference operators first. This idea 
has been extended for the first time by incorporating the equivalent 
Lagrange formula to calculate the integrals of the type 
f e~pV f(v)dv (A-l) 
o 
where p is a real and positive constanto An important feature of the 
present formulation is the choice of the negative exponential weighting 
-Bv^ 
function, e r . Most integrals formed in kinetic theory analyses contain 
an argument which is essentially a perturbation about a distribution func-
tion with exponential character*, The present formulation then approxi-
mates the perturbation about the exponential argument rather than the en-
tire argument of the integral« The discrete ordinate technique then con-
sists of replacing the integration over molecular velocity space by a quad-
rature „ This requires approximating the velocity dependence of the func-
tion, f(v), by a set of functions, each evaluated at appropriate discrete 
points (equally distributed) in velocity space, i.e., 
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J°°e~pv f(v)dv = £ k.f(ai) + E (A-2) 
i=l 
where k. are the weighting functions which are to be determined, a. are 
the equally spaced discrete ordinates, n is the number of discrete points, 
and E is the error term which is instrumental in determining the optimum 
discrete ordinate spacing, w"c 
The equally spaced quadratures are derived from two formulations. 
First, the "even" quadrature is derived for discrete ordinates equal to 
w, 2w, 3w, 090, nwc Second, the "odd" quadrature is derived for discrete 
ordinates equal to w/2, 3w/2, 5w/2, 00., etc. The "odd" and "even" quad-
ratures are applied simultaneously for the solution of the Boltzmann 
equation with the hard sphere model (See Reference [29]). Either the "even" 
or "odd" quadrature can be applied to the problems in Chapter II and Chap-
ter III, but the "odd" quadrature is used in the present solution for con-
venience. 
The "Even" Equally Spaced Quadrature 
The Lagrange formula gives [36] 
" P,(v) 
^-Eita'V (A_3) 
i=l x 1 
where 
p (v) , (v-w)(v-2w).,.(v-nw) (A_4) 
i (v-iwj 
where a.'s are taken to be w, 2w, 3w, ..., nw, for "even" quadrature, 
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S u b s t i t u t i n g Equation (A-3) i n t o Equation (A-2) y i e l d s 
co 2 °° P (v) n oo 2 P ( v ) 
J/Pv l^^--l<^!o^46
dv 
O . . 1 1 . , O 1 1 
1=1 1=1 
n 
= ^ f ( a i ) k . (A-5) 
i= l 
such that the weighting coefficients are 
ki " pfcj ( Pi(v)e-Pv2dv (A-6) 
Since P.(v) is a polynominal of degree n, the integral in Equation (A-6) 
for k. can be solved analytically and thus the expressions for k. are de-
termined in terms of B and w once and for all. The k. expressions for 
cases (n = 2, 3, o0.o, 8) are presented in the following: 
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It is noted that exact numerical values of the weighting coefficients, k., 
can be easily computed for particular 8 and w. More weighting coefficients 
for higher order approximations can easily be determined by the method 
described above. 
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The "Odd" Equally Spaced Quadrature 
Another extension of this method is the "odd" equally spaced quad-
rature where the discrete ordinates? a., are taken to be w/2, 3w/2, 5w/2, 
7w/2, .<,.., etc The weighting functions of this "odd" quadrature can be 
obtained exactly as for the "even" equally spaced quadrature and the cor-
responding expressions are presented as follows: 
O L, 3A/^ 1 
n = 2 > k i = y 7 2 - ^ p 
2"" V 7 2 2WP 
- o u 15vrc _1_ , vit 
' ! " ̂ 7 2 " «* ^ 3 7 2 
. 5 v 7t , 3 */% 
2"1^ 2"P"^V72 
3 V 7 2 2»p ^y72 
n - a V - 35 v^ 71 5 ^ 1 
' k l " 32 ^172 " 48wp ~^I2 - 12w3p2 
. 35 </j 47 13«/it , 1 
^ " V 7 2 1 6 " P " ^ V ^ 4w3p2 
,. 2 1 V ^ 31 , H V i t 1 
3 " ^ 7 2 " ie«p ^ y 7 2 " 4w3p2 
. 5 •/ii 23 3 v ^ 1 
^ " V 7 2 " 4 8 WP"^V72 12w3»2 
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It can be noted that exact numerical values of the weighting coeffi-
cients, k., for the "odd" quadrature can easily be calculated for particu-
lar p and w. The expressions for k. are presented to ten significant 
figures; however, due to the accumulation of round off error in the computer 
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it is felt that no claim should be laid to an accuracy greater than nine 
decimal places. 
The Optimum Spacing 
The optimum spacing is determined from the Lagrange error term [36] 
The Lagrange formula gives 
r p i ( v ) f ( v ) = Z P l O f W ) + R n - i < v > <A"7> 
i=i 1 x 




n-l(v) " Vl(v) h ^ > V l ^ V n ' (A"8) 
and 
it^Cv) = (v - aL)(v - a2)
soo*°(v - an) 
Thus, the error term in Equation (A-2) becomes 
E ' ^ i ^ ^ v i ( v ) f ( " ) ( ? ) d v (A"9) 
O 
where, for both "odd" and "even" equally spaced quadratures, it ,(v) 
IF"" X 
is a function of spacing, w, i.e., 
it ,(v) - (v-w)(v-2w)(v-3w)° • • •»o(v-nw) 
IF"" J-
To obtain the optimum spacing which will minimize the error, one must 
minimize E, or, 
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dE i »°° ' 2 
dw ~ n! J 
o 
e"PV to [^^vn^CtvJJdv - 0 (A-10) 
Equation (A-10) yields a polynomial of degree n-1 in w from which the 
zeros for w yield the optimum, or minimum error, spacing, w', 
For an arbitrary unknown function f(v), the optimum spacing is 
found from the relation 
f e " p v 2 ^vi ( v ) ] d v = 0 (A-U) 
0 
for any order of approximation n, 
The optimum spacings obtained for cases n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 
are respectively 0.421, 0,426, 0,32, 0,316, 0*27, 0,262, and 0.23. 
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APPENDIX B 
ON THE CONVERGENCE OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL FINITE 
DIFFERENCE FORMULATION IN CHAPTER III 
The numerical formulation of the non-linear BBGK equation requires 
the solution of a system composed of a large number of simultaneous non-
linear algebraic equations. Since a closed form solution of such a sys-
tem is intractable, an iterative scheme is required. The procedure pro-
posed in Chapter III to solve the difference equations is a Gauss-Seidel 
type formulation, and the question of convergence of the technique is based 
to a large extent on a knowledge of the eigenvalues of the matrix B in the 
system 
?(m+l) = B?(m) + D (&_x) 
where f is the column vector of the dependent variablê , 
For a large and complicated matrix Bp the difficulty in finding the 
eigenvalues is of the same order of magnitude as that encountered in find-
ing the dependent variable. However, a feeling for the rate of convergence 
can be attained by employing a linear analysis to find an approximate value 
for the largest Gauss-Seidel eigenvalue<> 
To the iterative method proposed in Equation (B-l), one can associate 
( ) 
error vectors e defined by 
i(m) = ?(m) _ 1 (B_2) 
where f is the unique solution of Equation (B-l), and from the very 
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definition of the iterative method, the error vectors can be expressed as 
i(m) = ^(m-1) = # _ s Bm£(o) f m > 0 (B_3) 
where B is the corresponding iteration matrix for the method. The error 
vectors e tend to the zero vector if and only if the spectral radius p(B) 
of the matrix B is less than unity [65], The spectral radius is defined 
as 
p(B) = max |\. | (B-4) 
0 < i < n 1 
where \. are the eigenvalues of the matrix B. Hence, if the eigenvalues 
of B are less than unity the method will converge. 
Equation (B-3) can be written approximately for a component of the 
error vector as [70] 
E.(m) * \r Q e ^
1 * (B-5) 
1 u.b, 1 
where X G s is the largest eigenvalue of the Gauss-Seidel matrix B. Com-
(m-1) bining Equation (B-5) with a similar equation for e one obtains 
e(m)_ e(m-l) ?(m)_ ̂ (m-l) 




i "" i i "" i 
The independent variable for the present solution is the velocity 
distribution function* However, the final solution is based on velocity 
moments of the distribution function, and these moments can be applied to 
Equation (B-6). A random sampling of all moments for several x stations 
and for several iterations of the results of Chapter III was performed. 
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The approximate value of \~ ~ was found to be 
\j.s. * °-2 ^ 7 > 
Based on this finding as well as the intuitively correct nature of 
the solution, the finite difference formulation and iterative scheme out-
lined in Chapter III are assumed to be convergent. 
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